
Reading Intervention Tools  

 

Vocabulary 
+ Giving students a space to work with 

unfamiliar words 
+ Alphaboxes 
+ Context clues 

+ Allowing students to build on their 
language 

+ Read alouds 
+ Word parts 
+ Vocab stairsteps 

+ Making it fun 
+ Mad Libs 
+ Total Physical Response 

Fluency 
+ Reading with a partner 

+ Echo reading 
+ P, P, P, & P 
+ Modeling 

+ Small group 
+ Readers’ theatre 
+ Choral reading 
+ Working with drama pieces 

+ Encouraging students to keep working 
with the reading. 

+ Rereading 
+ Self-selected reading 

Phonics 
+ Working with individual sounds 

+ Sound boxes  
+ Clapping syllables 

+ Working with words 
+ Word banks and walls 
+ Word sorts 
+ Word detectives 

+ Bringing it all together 
+ Rhyming books 
+ Tongue twisters  
+ A to Z for Kids app 

Comprehension 
+ Partnering students up or going into 

small groups 
+ Paired reading 
+ Kagan strategies  

+ Encouraging students to think about 
what they read... 

+ Think aloud 
+ Read aloud 
+ Questioning techniques 

+ …  and to work with the reading. 
+ Rereading 
+ Self-selected reading 

Phonemic Awareness 
+ May be similar to phonics, but… 

+ Clapping  
+ Rhymes, songs, chants, and 

poetry 
+ Plus these fun activities 

+ Picture sorts 
+ Elkonin boxes 
+ Rime analogies 
+ ABC Magic Phonics app 

All Areas 
+ 15-30 minutes of reading every day 
+ Multi-cultural experiences 
+ Family involvement 
+ Use technology to enhance - not 

replace 
+ 1 + 1 theory: kids acquire knowledge 

when they are practicing one level 
above their current level 

+ Thoughtful experiences 
+ Student-choice 
+ Texts at different levels from different 

genres and types 



Reading Assessment Tools  

 

Vocabulary 
+ The key is that students aren’t just 

remembering the dictionary. 
+ Dolch Basic Sight words 
+ Fry’s Word Lists 
+ Checklists 
+ Cloze tests 

Fluency 
+ One-minute fluency measures 

+ easyCBM fluency probes 
+ Reader’s theatre and rubric 
+ Fluency rubric 
+ Running records 
+ Reading inventories 
+ Miscue analysis 

Phonics 
+ Word Detectors 
+ easyCBM Phoneme probes 
+ Checklists 
+ Surveys 
+ Informal Reading Inventories 
+ Word Sorts 
+ Scholastic Phonics Inventory 

Comprehension 
+ Focusing on a student’s ability to 

understand and remember 
+ Maze tests 
+ Checklists 
+ Book logs (self or teacher regulated) 
+ Questioning  

Phonemic Awareness 
+ Reading assessment 
+ DIBELS 
+ Scholastic Phonemic Awareness test 
+ easyCBM Phoneme probes 

All Areas 
+ Acquire baseline data to determine 

where the students are at to begin. 
+ Progress monitoring is vital to the 

process. 
+ Keep the student and his/her 

parent/guardian in the loop of 
progress.  
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